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High Quality v. Alacrity 
Quality Alacrity 
Theses that are high quality 








Information Literacy  
Habits of Mind 
1 Inquiry – interpreting assignments; determining information 
needs; developing a research strategy, question(s), and/or thesis to 
facilitate strategic information discovery and access; preliminary 
research tool and source selection 
 
2 Evaluation – resource analysis, inference, and revision of research 
strategy 
 
3 Communication – synthesis, integration, contextualization, and 
presentation of evidence in scholarship and creative work 
 
4 Attribution – providing clear documentation of source materials; 
perceiving and engaging in a scholarly conversation; 
understanding copyright regulations, fair use, and when to seek 
permissions 
 
5 Insight – critical understanding of the social, legal, economic, and 












year in IR 




















Rubric Analysis Project 
• EA Senior Theses 2007-2014 (3-24/year) 
• Divided into Arts & Hum., Soc. Sci. & Nat. 
Sci. 
• Each group graded by a faculty member 










• Pomona Environmental Analysis Website – http://ea.pomona.edu 
• EA Senior Theses in Scholarship @ Claremont –  
http://scholarship.claremont.edu/eap_ea_theses/ 
• Scholarship @ Claremont Theses and Dissertations - 
http://scholarship.claremont.edu/etd/  
• IL Rubric - http://bit.ly/ccl-ilrubric2012-13 
• Rubric content adapted for the Claremont Colleges by Char Booth 
(char_booth@cuc.claremont.edu), Sara Lowe 
(sara_lowe@cuc.claremont.edu), Natalie Tagge 
(natalie_tagge@cuc.claremont.edu), and Sean Stone 
(sean_stone@uc.claremont.edu) from an instrument originally 
developed at Carleton College - Gould Library Reference and 
Instruction Department.  "Information Literacy in Student Writing 
Rubric and Codebook."  Northfield, MN: Carleton College. 2012.  
http://go.carleton.edu/6a 
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